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Reviewer's report:

This paper is about a case of Abu Dhabi and chronic care. It is an interesting paper about a country which I am learning about and enjoyed reading this. There are several suggestions to strengthen the paper.

Background

This could be re-organised and enhanced to provide context more specifically around the research question, specifically focusing on chronic diseases of the population, and chronic diseases workforce, what is known from other countries and what question this research will address and why.

I suggest to explain the context of the UAE where the research is based under a separate heading at the end of the introduction called "The setting of the research".

Aim - this is unclear and makes it hard to navigate the article. Once the aim is clear, the article can be better organised around that aim. The relationship between the exploration of workforce factors and effective implementation of the CCM needs to be clarified, as currently the article material jumps around a bit probably because the problem being addressed and the aim of the paper need to be clearer.

Methods - a method is not explained so the reader can't assess whether it is appropriate to exploring the aim. How is use and improvement from the CCM being judged?

If this is a case study - you need to explain how you undertook the "case" selection -and elements of the context you are observing, preferably state the theoretical approach, and that this is a single-case study. If doing a one off case study, why is this the best time to look at this "case". What methods are used to collect data to inform the case - this is not clear in the article nor from what is presented in Table 2. Case studies need to be in-depth and often involve data collection. If no data has been collected then perhaps this is a narrative or a policy analysis? It appears that
the analysis is broad, rather than in-depth and related to context, as would be required in a case study. So I suggest consider the method more closely.

Discussion - a range of issues come up in the discussion but this needs to be restricted to reporting on the research findings, specific to the aim which was stated.

What

Results - on p 8, Table 2, the chronic care model results are explained but the way that these were ascertained is not explained.
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